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•who make use of their talents to evoke popular passions, to
provoke the effusion of blood, to excite fratricidal hates, to
brave absent foes. At an epoch very anterior, and during
the effervescence of a former revolution, Vernet was called
upon to give the sanguinary hymn of "Rouget de 1'Isle." He
answered the request neither by singing, chanting, or reciting
it. He gave proof on this occasion of the ready wit and good
sense that characterized his honest and peace-loving soul. It
was in the year 1830, a rauderille, entitled "Le Mendiant,"
was acting at the Variety's, and Yernet had the part of the
beggar fiddler. At that passage where he asks his friend
what he shall play to him, a voice from the pit cried " La
Marseillaise I" to which a large proportion of the audience
thundered "N"o!" To avert the impending disturbance,
Vernet immediately commenced playing the well-known old
air of " J'ai du bon tabac."
In the month of May Mademoiselle Rachel tried another
scheme to attract the public. She had remarked that in M.
Ponsard's tragedy the two chief female characters, Lucrece
and Tullie, never come on the stage in the same scene. This
suggested the idea of playing both parts the same evening.
The experiment was tried on the boards of the Italian Opera
House on the occasion of a benefit obtained by her sister
Sarah, and prated a complete failure. Notwithstanding the
difference of costume, the result wa$ a confusion in the minds
of the spectators that quite marred the effect. Mademoiselle
Rachel's features did not possess the mobility of expression
indispensable for such a task. Half the time the audienca
were at a loss to know whether it was Lucrece or Tullie that
•was speaking.
It was not the first time that, in order to draw full houses,
the dignity of tragedy had been lowefred by the use of these
dap-trap disguises. But the experiment rarely meets with
ffl^y snccess. Comedies, written expressly for the purpose,
as "Frosine, ou la Derniere Venue," "Les Jumeaux
and others, have been tolerated, but tragedy will
art*o« sk*» Carnival tricks,
active service, Mademoiselle
fcfcve of absence.

